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....PLANNING TECHNICAL EDUCATioN FOR THE EIGHTIES

,\..; r,

OUTLINE'

11. ' The context or environment in which technical education takes place

-

A. Postsecondary education is"of sdcieiy."'

B. Selected forces, trends, effedts, reicgons. and impacts

l. The education revolution
2. Accountability
3.- Finate resources
4. Changes in the, workplace.

5. Rights movement

II. The planning function to keep technical education viable

-

A. Tile planning process as a function of other variables

1. napid rate of-chanie
2. Stage àf organizational develdpment
3. Seaga of sophistication in planning

B. Strtcturaa components of the planning
e'

.1. Protocof and structure ---

2. External and internal.assumptions
3.- Goal sPecification
4. Program deOlopment

:

process

I

C. Personnel development component

.1, Philosophy of personnel development
2..," Stages of indivdual, development

3. Role at faculty-learning facilitator
4. -Diagnostic-developmental systemis

2

1

.N . 0
,

III. The challenge of providing leadershii for technical.education

A. Policyldevelopment

B. Lbgislatoy educAtion

C. Public creditability

D. Strategic planning

E. Leadership development
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As-I began to deyelop the outline of this prese;iiation, I was

reminded of the story df the Chinarpan a
)

push:ed our outhouse into the Yangtze River

his son, "DO You know Who

His een replie4, "No."

Again ha asked his son,' "Do you know who pus d the outhonse into the

Yangtze River?" . Again his son:replied."No." ChinaMan then t-Old

his son the.storyi.of .George Washington cutting the cherry tree and

how his father did not spank him becauee George told\the truth. At tha

conclusion of/the story, the Chinaman again asked his son, "Do you know

who pushed the outhouse into the Yangtii River?" This 4me the'son

replied "I.cannot tall a lie father, I,did it." The Chleman immediately
.

.

.

,

spanked/his son. ThIrsaa wee confused and asked his father\why he was ,

, .

spanlcd for telling the truth and George-Washington vas not. :,,The Chinaman
.

4 '

or. e

1

sitaPly stated that George Washingtonle father waen't sitting in the

.1w

Cherry.tre when George cut, it down. The,principle that ie invoivedn

this story is simply "Where you stand is where yolirsit.".

From where I sit, it seemed logical to build the outline of this.

prqsentation around three,limited but achi'veable objeátives.

1. -Teir4analyze the context or_environment 'in which technical education
r

takes place.

2. To examine the planning function its-it relates to,keeping

technical education viable in the xears ahead.,
.

3. To discuss tha challenge of proViding leadership for technical-

education for the 4980's.
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In the.Fall of 1968, John W. Gardper, former secreiary of Health,

Education and Welfare, -strode to the podium at the annual meeting of t1ie

American Council on EducatiOn and launched a double-barrelled assault on

higher education for,Its lack of initiative In dealing with problems of

urban life. He-declared, "The coIlegesand uniVersities of this country
Alb

have not-responded impiessively to ihe urbad crisis. They have been "

- notably laggard,...Very few have pursued.any aspect Of e urbak crisis

4!w

iiith the intellectualrigor It-requires. Even fewer have cepted the

real world. of the city op their doorstep.as a laboratory in ch they

can advance their intellectual-pursuits." \

instftutions of postsecondary edietion are "of society."1That, is

to say,,they, are created to fill a role that society has deemed necesaary

as it related to its well being. Vieyed in this light, postsecondary
4

education takes its place alongside elementary and secondary education,

government, housing, transportation, and humaa services as it,attempts
t

to impact on the quality of life. Postsecondary education at,one time

stood as the giant oak as the primary source of knowledge/information

.Js generation and tranqmission. _Postsecondary education had exclusive

right on a Miienopoly.l.Since an. 'early'study publiShd id 1961 by the

American Council od Education, business and industrihas become involved

\ in education and training in a big way.
1 An article inithe October 1978

issue of the American Association of Higher Education Bulletin begins'as

'follows:
2

e

4
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An extensive education and training systemexists
in private industry and government. The National

Conference Board, for example, reports thait in the

single recession yelTir of 1975 the nation's 7,500

largest private emi,loyers spent over $2 billion

on employee'educationas much as the receit annual
totals of all contributions fram all sources to
colleges and Universities. And while coilege and
univergity-based education is stabilizing padfor
declining, the training and development sector in-
busiaess, industry, and government is expanding ,

rapidly.
Several years ago Kenneth Boulding gave us a

warning by arawing aa anAlogy betweea Uglier edu-
cation and that ether industry in declinethe rail-
roads. The problem, he said, was that railroad
managers did not.view themselves as part of a largeP
transportation system, but simply as manager of ma-
isolated segment, the vailroads.

An article ia The New York Times begins as, f,ellown:3

Last year the American Telephone and Telegraph.

company spent $700'million on education programs -

for its employees, or more thaa three times the
$213 million annual budget of the Massachusetts
'Institute of Technology.

Sixteen courses Fun by McGraw-Rill for its,
employees have been approved for college credit by he
New York, State Department of Educatiah. At Roneyvl,
Inc., ia Minneapolis more than 3,500 employees-mi.-
rolled this year in 183 coukses rangingfrom
heating and cooling to womea ia business.

The point that John Gardner was making is 'that if po ondary

edUeation is ,truly doing its job, it has an impact on vir ually every

4(

institution of society. If postsecondary education is t remaiax viable

in the years ahead, it musebe cognizant of societal fo ces, trends, and

effects as they occiir in the college context and service environment.

Because our col1ege environments are difDerent, the analysis which
4 r

follows is general. Npr is it an exhaustive andlysis. Rather, the

analysis contains a few select examples which are illustrative of

a Jarbad range oi forces,,trends, and effects which intrude upon the

policy-making and.resource allocation functions of postsecondary ed-

ucatian at the federal, itate, and institatiofial-levels.

6



FORCES

Revolution in
Education.

AccOuntability

Finite Resources

Change in
Workplace

Rights
Movement

SEIKTIED FORCES, alums, AMID ETIECTS

TRENDS

QOantity to'Equality to
Qpality

Ecival AcCess

'Lifelong Learning

Federal Legislation
Government Regulations
Consumer Representation

,Uolution of Systems
.EVolution of planning
Management.Tespniquos-

Wbrker DisRntisfaction
Productivity

. Worker Underutilization.
'Investment in R 81; D

Increased Rights
Health Chre Equality
Economic Security

,

EFFECTS RF.ACT I ONS KPACTS
-

.Professional Development prOgraiii

Centers for'Instructi+ .!Development

Program ShiftS to AcIlmoante_"New Learners'

Shift to Performance-ba0d.and Competency-based

Program Fbrmats .

Open Learning Systems'Q*

Loss of Public Coq!
Institutions 7

Shift in Distribu Onjof Powei for Pe5ple and

Institutions-
Shift in Types:$Prvices ahd How Ihey are

Delivered ':'1!!

Voluntary Coordination to Inioluntary Coordination

Vocationhl Educatiomal Daik Systems (VEDS)

,

'in Well Established

4

Consortia and Regional Cooperative Relations

Attemptat SpeOfeng FUnctional Relationships

Tbols - Management By (bjeatives (MBO)

Planning, programming, BudKeting System (PPBS)

Planning, Management,' Evaluation System

EPUCOM,Financial Planning Mbdel (EFPM)

, Higher Education Management'Information (HEW)
,

Emphasis 'onSelf-responsIbility, Nutritional
.AWareness, Physical Fitness, Stress Managewnt,

Environmental Awareness
Cbncern for Organizational Climate
PrograMs ofl Holistic Health and Health protllotion

40 Million Americans Pursue a Chreer Transtion

Growth of iness in Education aad Training

Ccmsuwer Ri
Equal Access
Right to Wor
Rehabilita

Am,

s; Human Rights; Civil, Women's, and gay Rights

o °panty Health Care at'Reasonable 'Cost
DeinstitutionalizatiOn_and Rights to

on

s

Or

At.
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The first force is the educational revolution. Francis Keppel,

former United States Assistant Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,

talks-about The Necessary ReVolution in American Education. He states,

The first revolutiod in American education vas a
revolution ia qeantity. Everyone was to be provided the

chance for aa education of some sort. That revolution

is almost won in the sct;ools, and is on its way in higher

education. The SecOnd revolution is equality in oppor
tunity,..Thatreion-.-4...er way. The next turn-

of the wheel must..Abs a--reio ion in quality.4 .

Jelin D. Rockerfeller III, Chairman of.the Commission on Pop tiork

Growth, calls for a revolution in 'a slightly- different way. Rocker-

f-Ller's premise is that. The Second American Revolution5 'seeks to

establish a person-centered,society to promote humanity and idealism

in all Americans. In his synthesisN- termed the 'Huinanistic-Revolution"

Rocketfeller offers prescriptions to create new structures and re-'

structuring-exiating institutions to plan and 'effectuate humanistic

goals. In'Accent on Le4ling,'K. Patricia Crossrguggests the revo-

rition"la frcim. "educational opportunity 'for ail" to "educati,pal

F

opportuniii.r Sor each."6

44,111

.Willard Wirtz indicates tha.t We are ia

linking more cleselythe-world of work viVi

t
process'of iategrating the "learning to do" system with the "doing to

a revolutiol_Which.is

the world of-education, a

learn" systen.
7

s,

This aggregate force is produciag a series of tretds with regard'

to equal access and lifelong learniRk. These trends, in turn, have

produced a variety of affects or reactions such as professional

development programs and centerssfor iastrugtional development. In

a recent study it was noted that more tiin 80 initructional improve-
,

ment centers have been developed In colleges and universities during
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I.

'this last decade:16 Lf we conceive of formal education as a lifelong

process and recognize that part-time adult continuing education and

open-learning systems (including open entry, career ladder, and'open exit

options) are tlie order of the day, then we hive to develop our educational

programs within that frame of reference.

A second major force iS accountability. This elusive force has

caused same)persons to refer to our time as "The Age of Product Liability"

or "The Age of Truthin Packaging." This aggregate force is producing
4v

several. trends Le federal legislation, government regulations and

consumer representation ia an effort to make higher education more

responsive to unmet societal needs. While it. is not -altogether clear

whether the first item listed under reactions is cause or effect, there

has been a significant\change in public confidence in well established

functions. This alarming lack of faith in a.wide variety of American

.

"institutions is displayedhin the general Social Survey made by the

National Opinion Research Center La September 1975. A critical analysis

of this report suggest 'that the greatest loss of confi4ence occurred in

organized religion and education.

Other effects the accountability force is balling Upon ur in-

stitutions Lnclude major shifts in power-among people and insti-

tiltions. H.E.W. officials estimate at least 40 packages of regulations

were needed to carry out the Education Amendments of 1976 alone.
9

The Vocational Educational Data 'ystems (VEDS),is but one example.

Boston Children's Hospital President Leonard Cronkhite painted a gloomy

spicture of American medicine.increasingly menaced and strangled by the

burgeoning xentacles of.a runaway federal 6ureaucracy gone mad, as

he stepped down alichairmen of the AssoCiation of American'Medical

.
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Colleges during the association's'annual meeting in 1978. Cronkhite-
,asserted "Big.government has erected an enormoui bureaucratic structure

which in terms og its growth rate and invasiveness, has many of the

characteristics of a malignancy. It-devours major assets under the

banner of frugality. It is ambiguous and unwieldly. It appears uncoArollable

and has become a fourth br,pmch.of government with far mo;e autonomy than

the other three. Most importantly, it has failed miserably in the

control of costs."10

Another force is the realization of finite resources. In higher
c

*
,

.
,

education the signs of this force include the number of persons seeking
im.--

. o
)

a postsecondary educa6on experience,,the practidal limits of tuition- .*
,

.

increases, and the,inflationary nature of chir labor-intensive induatrY.

Because, in i)art, of finite resout*, postsecondary education has kiegun

.to show,goncern for planning and managemint techniques for the more

111Ir
efficien, effective operation of the corporate enterprise.. This

k

has resulted'in the evolution of systems ift postsecondary education and

aft-emphaais on consortia and regional approaches. A comparative study

of 37 regional plans in 24 states is presented in a monograph entitled

Regionalism and Statewide Coordination of Postsecondary Education.11

Another trend that has resulted fram this force is a beginning
*

definition of term planning. Ia the health care arena, the Hospital

Survey and Constrmption Act of 1946, was one of the'first.majoT effbrts

to bring a rational and systematic planning focus to health

delivery system. For the past thirty years there has been continual

planning refinement Lathe federal'legislatig relative to health care

-and education. The "Healch Planning and Resource Deve}opment Act of

,1964" (F.L. 93-641 and P.L. 96-79) charges Health Systems Agencies

to deal with issueS they are unlikely to have success with unless they

a
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associate with academic health science centers,. however, that concept
. .

is defined. The "Health Professions EducatiOnal Assistance Act of

1976" (P.L. 94-484) outlines broad, areas of responsibility for tha
I

health professions that institutions of higher education are unlikely
. A

to have great sudgess with unleds'they Coordinate witha wide range of

agencies. The functional relationshiPs are nbt clearly defined at the

present time and their development w14 be a slow proce9s of evolution.

Chankes in the workplace and trends in worker dissatisfaction,
12

productiVii,11 wo'rker underutilization,
14 .anct investment in research

and development
15 are worthy of pur analysis, aS id a discussibn

of the rights 'movement. Time will not permit a critical lhalysis of all

the iisues and problems which will intrude upon u.s in the eighties. 'The

intent of thtn first section is to provide a conceptual framework for'

examining major changes.and shifts in the larger societal context or

environment and, from that analysis, state imp1ications for the planning.,

function and for techdical education ia the tighties.

What, then, are soMe of the implitations of the learning society

for the planning function in general and for technicaleduclition in

A

particular. As I began to. work on the second part of .the paper, I yas

refinded of the forecasts of several persons:
16

In 1926, the man whose invention ultimately led
to the development of the TV tube said: "...commer-
cially and financially/i consider (television) an
impossibility, a development of which we need waste

little time dreaming." .

And in 1945, a famous AmerfCan naval officer
said: "That is the*biggest fool thing we've ever
done...the (atomic) bomb will never go off, and I
speak as an expert on explosives."

And in 1948, a respected science magazine
said: "Landing and moving around the mobn offers
so many serious problems for human beings that it

may take science anothdr two hundred years to lick_

them."

The difficulty of predicting thi ()income of an event with some
. 6

,1 ortif

ele

4.01.

.e

4
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degree of acturacy is so what different from an analysis in'retrospect

as can be seen in the 1976 statement by'Paul Lyet, President ot Slierry
p.

Rand. Re said; "If aviation had evolved at the' speed compilters. have,

Neil,_Armstrbng would have walked on the.moon less than a year after the

..
Wright brothers took'offirom itty.HaWk."

Whatid described tn the...paragraphs which follawissa planning ,

..
.

.

procebs fbr keeping technical education viable in the eighties... Ii is
. ,

.
. ... , ,

a model designacrto'obtain.input.fram a wide range,of sources. 'The

e , ' ,

description;-!
1.of the plannini.ptocess attempts to deaI with the struCtural

.
,..

, '41.'.

.. . .

.

,"- Component p pet.he ersonal Ievelopment component: The model cad
1
be g-en

. ,

,
i.

,... ..
. - ___ . .

. .

.

eraliz:ed to the diversity of the f,!3.4 two-yearllege4'10..this nation:17

The matqrial cavirs (1) the Faidd"rate of change and need fox planninv-
,.. :

(2) stages Of Organization development;:(3) stages of
.
sophistication in .

.,

planning; (4) structuredeComponents of the planning.process includilig:%
.

..-

. .

protocol and structure, assumptions about the external and intepal .

environment, goal-specification, and program development; and (5) the
e.

...

personnel.deVelopment component._
.

7
4

-ii ..%

The rapid rate of change 4as stated by Alfred North Whitehead

in 1930 as follows:18

The pace.of change is accelerating ai such a

rate that a number of major cultural'revOlutions

.
will f;bm here on take place during a sir4le life-

time And under this condition, it is no longer.

.
functional to define the purpose of educatian'ass
the transmission of the c91ture. Its purposecnard

must be-to produce lifelong learners.

tudkmiaster Fuller has stated, "Because of the acceleration of our
4

,
technological development, the next ten years,will be equivalent to

the last five,million.
1,19 Dean Rusk has stated, "The pace of events

is moving so fast that unless 'we can find same way to keep our sights

on tomorrmi, we cannot expect to be in touch with today.
1,20

Anthropologist Bernaid G. Campbell elscribed change in the follOwing

13 %.1
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question, "Baw.ceuld a being who was a hunter-gatherer a few million P

years ago suddenly hnd itself capable of going:to.the moon."21
a

.04
Edward'Coruish'provides some perceptiyh how to cppe with rapid

.

IP '

A

chwige:22

7,
I ' .

4*.

1. The futuie is not fixed, but consists of A variety
. ,

of alternatives among.which we,ean choose those we

waliat to realize.

2. Choice ii necessary. RefuSing to .$hoose is itself

'a cUoice.

3. Small changes thropg1i time can'become illb3ar changes. .

4.

4: 'The futlre world will .probably be arastically
Alfferent in many respects fram the,present
world,

Yeople are responsible for their future; tha
future'dpeen't just happen' ta.the6.

.

, . .

6. Methods successful in the pas.may not work.
in the future due to changed U.rcumstances. .

.

Emphasis on broad-based,strategiC and tactical system-wide and

nstitutional planning 1.4 largely a phenomenon.of tatit seventies.23

The intrilsion of a wide range of forces such as the revolution in

education', increased accountability, finite resources, change in the.

,
workplace, and.the rights movement have provided the'impetus for this

phenomenon. The value placed on planning varies inversely with the
'e

Availability of resources.24 If it takes more resources to' operate the

college than is available, than a more efficient and effective method of

management must be developed and-implemented. The reasons to plan thep

are as follows:

1. To make the Organizatioi more retiponsive to cobmunity/societal

needs.

2. To pravide a meana*.for setting goals and objectives to which

purposeful human activity can be linked.

3. To bring 'rationality and equity to the esource allocation

decision making process of relating people, dollars, and,ame
to goals and objectives.
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A
4. jolimprove mAnakement efficiency.and effectiveness.

,

S. 'Toreduce risk in selected areas and functions within the:.

organizatiOn.:
-

.To demonstrate'accountabillty to

and clients'.

6 sponsors - taxpayers, students,

7. To allow forlmeasurement of progress toward goals and objeatives

and an assessment of ,outcomeskin terms,of .

e

output frowthe orlianization "and

impact on Community/societal needs I.

Organizations pass thiough various stages of growth-and develop-
.

ment. These' stages have bean characterized ai a:mergence, (2) growth,

(3) maturily, (4) regeneration, and (5) decline.25 It is becoming

increasing clear that the dtralegies An organization uses are in-

-Nuanced brits poon in a development sequence. There is
.

a paucity of.citations in the-,literature dealing with higher education

management devei4ment.
,

between higher education

This iso!due, posaibly.to the dissimilat:ity

management and business mahagemen
26 t

would seem logical,-hOwever, that the manageriaL,style best suged to

the current'environment 4i6. also a !function, im part, of the stage of

organizational.development. Theories of organizational fuhctionIng and

human effectiveness ware reviewed to produce the M4nagement pevelopment,

and taining Program for. Colleges and Universities,, a.program endorsed

by the American AssociAion 61 Comittunity and Juniori:colleges (AACIC).27

Although time will not permit a detailed,discussion about stage's of

organizational development and managerial style, suffice it to say that

both elements have a bearing upon the planning function.'

The evolution of planning iS morthy.ofsome comment. William A.

Shoemaker, former Vice President for Research for the Council for the

Advancement of Small Colleges, developed a list of "College Personnel

Attitudes and Planning Practices" as a result of extensive involvement
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COLLEGE PERSONNEL'ATTITUDES AND PLANNING PRACTICES

1

1. LI. Status-Quo.- things are fine the way'they are: the college, the

.
programs, the teaching, the environment.

2. J. Incrementalism - we only have to do morelor less of the same things.

.
)

3t L.J. Budgeting is Planning *-, aAalysis of budget in iittricate detail and-

some selective. incrementajism.

.

. . . . ,

4. i_j, Amticipating Next*Year's Ciisis - some "pruning" of .branches as

awareness of selective resource allocation develops.
, 4 V.

S. LI Multi-Ygar Fiscaf Planning - 2 to 20 year budgets that attempt to
match income and expenditures.

6. Li Single-Source Planning - done ,by the aggressive (or) intelligent

A (or)-Ambittous.president, dean, or business manager. The "plan"

is usually in his or her head.
f

7. i_j .0ligarchy Planning - the President's Cabinet, perhaps including

token' faculty and stullents, try to "look ahead" for the insti-

tution.

8. L.1-4:- Institutional Research - the ad ho collection of new analytic and

.
planning informatioft to .make, plâizjg a little more rayOnal.

,

Department Analysis - the development of some.isolated academic and

suPport departMent unit costs and productiyity measures.-

- 10. Li Comparative Data - moving from intra-institutfonal analysis to inter-

institutionalcomparisons to "red flag" areas requirieng further

, analysis. ,

11. Li Inter-Departmental Systems --recogN.tion.of the interdependence of
'departmental functigns (e.g., admissips, programs, attrition).

12. L.1 Comprehensive and Comparative Data - hard and soft information atair-

able on each critical area and'function, and comparative whereyer

possible.

13. Li Program Objective Concept - departmental accountability for depart-

ment and institutional goal attainment, resource use, and produc-

tivity.
4

14. Ld 'Systematic and Informed Collegial Model -*broad parfrcipation in

organized departmental and institutional planning process pro-
ducing multi-yeat Q-year) budget that is reviewed annually.

William,A. Shoemaker
CASC Vice President for Research
September, 1977



idan Iristitutional Regearch and Vlanning Project (1972-75) and the
A . 'Pk

Planning and Date System Project,(475-779). His 1,ist begins with stitus

quo and irementalism attitudes, moves through multi-year, fiscal
.

planning and institutional research practices, ana extends to thesyste-

matic and informed collegial model. A program conducted by John D.

Millett, Executive Vice President fbr the Academy for Educational,

Developm'ent, Is an elaboration of the dylstamatic and informed collegial

model: .During,,the three citlendat years'1976 through 1978, AED under-

took 4 projeceimassist selectedwcolleges and universities in the

managtment of change. 28 The model "calls ior specificion of external'

environmental assumptions such es (1) social expectations, (2):econamic

trends;(3) demogr4hic 6rends,,.and (4) governmental planning as well

as the specificatioeof internal essumptions,relatini to educational

purposes, (2) quap.ty standards, (3):desirOle eikrollment size, (4) '

.
relationship to locatiOn, and (5) assessment of availableNresources.

/.

From,these two-setsi.of assumptions ari.derived tille statement of mission,

goiis and.objectives for_output.and support 'pe.ograms, foundation plans,

bndgets, and the .evaluation: plan.

Although the/Plannimeprocese haa nuderous compOehts, this dismcssion

will emphasize (I) planning protoc411 and,struvture,.(2) pIatning assumptions,

(3) goal specifidations, and (4) program deVelopment. First, there is a

planning protocol. Some per*(s) at an finstitution have responsibility

for planning various aspects of the institution and they will follow some

procedure in'doing whatever It is they will do. 'How they do whatever they

do shopld f4low an agreed-upon set of steps. Next, there is the need to

, -develop a pltanning structure.- Most 'institutions have some sort of'

structure'fOr coordinating the ongoing activities of the institution.

The cture may be quite simple, with a minimum,number of personi

I
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participating in the decision-making process,,or it may be quite

complex involving a number of review committees and several levels of

review boards. Regardless a camplexity, there must be some structure

for Manning.

Second, there-must be some wdy for statingiand actiiering con-
+

census by appropriate groupS on externa4and iiterpial assumption's about

the institution. A.project by the American Association of State

Colleges and Univeraities uses societal:trends and societal values as

a way of lilfinaing futUres and bringing planning asaumptioas,into focs.

The project uses a cross-influence matrix of 12 sOcietal trends anit 12

values to determine goals in 10 areas. The 12 societal trends are

.

population, government, global affairs, environment, energy, etenomy,

science aad technology,,human settlements, work, life sty e, women and

participation. The 12 societal values are change4 freed

leisure,

quality,

equality,

foresight, pluralism, localism, respansibility; knowledge,

goals, and interdependence. The 10 goal areks are.finance,
it., t,

students, research and development,,public service, fabilities, faculty,

curricula, administration, resources, aad athletics.
29

Several institutions Wive Diide eicellent prOgreas with the Fuyres
u

Creeting,Paradigm indluding Indiana State UniVersity, Indiana University

'of PennsylVania, the University of Maine at Farmington, Boston S.tate

College, and Valley City State'College. Two other models worthy

cc

examination include tha University of Wconsin and Wescciriinia

University. Wisconsin is a state7wide model with the,coordinating unii

and individual campuses particrilating In specifying assumptions. The

. 30
West Virginia UniversitY model includes assumptions and objectives.

North Central Technical, College reviewed a,number of planning

19
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models. The Caliege defined the ters"assumption" and generated a*

list of categories for arraying assumptions. The definition of assumption

is as followq

An assumption is a proppsition describing future
conditions, same of which the institution has
little control over. The level of certainty
assigned to an assumption 4eternaines the level q
of precision it is allowed-in subsequent.planning.
The greater the uncertainty.about the assumption
the greater must be the ringe of flexibility/
hedgineoptionS the institution retains agitinst
the non-assumed condition. Raising the certainty

level of an assumption yields greater plamaing
precision,,better long tdrm goal effectiveness t
and improved cost efficiency and program'effec-
tiveness. A planning assUMption proposition can
be internal to the institution or external to it.
One criterion which is used in making a decision
about inclusion or exclusion of a specific prop-
osition at the institutional or cost center levels
rests on whether ex not the assumption has a

direct bearing on setting goals and'objectives
at that level.

4he list of categories 'for stating assumptions is as follows:

1. Assumptions about the societal context within which NCTC.'

exists

2. Assumptions aboutlexternal agenaies

3. Assumptions about institutional leadership/tanagement

4. Assumptions about NCTC programs (existing and potential)

5. Assumptions about ptoential'clients and enrollment

6. Assumptions about student services

7. Assumptialt about staffing and professional development

441k,

Assumptions 'about physicalplant

9. .AssumptAns about equipment.

. lO. Assumptions about fiscal.resourcds

Planning assumptions about the societal context in which an in-

stitution exists cap, focus on such issues of health, energy, trans-

portation,.41ifelong training, quality of worklife, leisure, creden-

A
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tializing such as licensure

%-

institutional accreditation.

.1 certification and program and.

Planning assumptions about external

agencies can 'focus on the relationship between an institution and.

State and local governance, higher education as a system, artft,ulation,

-and communication. Planning assumptions about existing and potential

programs include credit and non-credit programs growing out of

needs analysis or M4zket segmentation studies, use of advisory committees,

aad instructional development and support.

Selected examples of assumptions are as follows:
z

It is assumed that equal educational opportunity as a tight of all

persons will be a dominant theme of federal and state legislation"

in the years Ahead. This will mandate a focus on "packaging"
higher education programs as we shift feam the 20th cencuryilgoal

of "education for all" to the 2Ist century goals of "education

for each." It will necessitate careful attentiaa to remedial
education, programs to overcame academic deciencies gs well as

aevelopmeatal education, programs to develop the diverse.talents

ot students. ,

Wd have moved from an era of t g about education as some-i

thing given in the early years of y uth and:lasting throughout' v..

life.tcNthinking about education as ccurring 4hroughout a life.

span. It'is assumbd-this tread 1 continue as an_increabing.

number of Americans anticipate- ob or career changesstates man-

date continuing professional _education, and lifetime learning is

viewed as 4 basic social right as well as.an econ6mic necessity.

The United Sta,tes is likely to retain ah unchallengeable competitive

advantage only in products and techniques that are at-the very'fore

front of tedhpological development or that require a hugh 1.41

tegratä mcicke4 for their 9reation.

It is assumedthe process by which policy decisiOns dre

undergo agonizing changes with the erosion of ilAtitutiovAl autonomy

and a gradual shift of authority to state and'regionil coordinating

agencies, and legislative bodies. This action will be accompanied,

'by lobbying activities.

Oft

It is !assumed that the procedure for measuring educmtional
accamplishments Will change in dramatic ways. The syutem of amassing

largely time-related academic units to reach the required total for

a degree will yield to different output measures related to levels

of 9mpetency in riderence to designated bodies of knowledge.and

sets of skills.
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Sources of trends and assumptions are4 numerous. 1,1967, the

,Institute of Life Insurance conducted a Future Outlook Study to assess

significant social and political trends beaaUseit. seemed clear that
4111

reactive styles were not appropriate in times of rapid change. One
-

result of the. Future Outlook Study was a call for'an ongoing mechanism

to be established by whicil the business.dOuld keep abreast of emerging

:
ideas and social changes that might affect its operating environment.

'In 1970, anearlY-warning system called the Trend Analysis Program (TAP)

was designed and put into lilace. TAP continues to operate as a program 4

'of,the American Council of Lire Insurance, formed in 1976 by a metger

of the Institute of Lire Insurance and the American Life Insurance

1

Association. TAP has produced reports on Aging and,the Aged;. The

Employee; The Life Cycle; The International Scene; Frontier Technologies:

(

Part'One - Sciend and Health; Frontier Technologies: Part Two1- Infor-

mation Science; A,Culture in TransfOrmation: Toward A Different Societal

Ethic;'Transportation;CatangL.NLIsAisn.51.11.211ugLiisagles Planning;

Deatht Dying and Life Extension; and The Changing Nature of Work. TAP is.

useful as a model in that the screening function is Carried out by'aver

one hundred life insufance.executivet who.menitor almost one hundred

iodicals.P1
/

=_Another Major Source of trends and assumptions information is the
.

"Th,Work in American Institute, Inc., a nonprofit organization founded. in

1975 to advance productivity and the qu:ality of working life. 1The

4
Institute's Studies in Productivity include reports on Mid-Career

.Perspeetives: The Middle-Aged and Older Population; Productivity and

The QuaAy of-Working Life; Trends In Product Quality and,Worke'r
. f

Attitude; Managerial Productivity; Worker Alienation; Human Patterns
_ 1 .k

of Work; New Patterns of Work; Occupational Stress and Productivity;

92
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Redesivaing Work: A-Strategy for Change; Jobs and the Environment;.and

- Changing Attitudes Toward Work:32

Other major sources Of trend .and assumption information include

Trends 2000 -New Challenges,'New Needs, New Images: America in Tran-

sition;3 priorities for future technology assessment;
34 Alternative

Scenarios of the American Future;35 The Exciting 80's: A Kiplinger

Forecast for the Next Decade;
36 Productivity in the Changing World of

the 198Ws4A37 Science and TechnolOgy: Annual Report to the -Congre;s;38

the 'Surgeon General's report Healthy Peop1e; 39 professional associalpion

A activi'ties such.as tha AACJC .1979 Assendily on Lifelong Educati6n:and

w1WW

t.

priorities for postsecondary occupational education as develOped by the-

AACJC)Council for Occupational Education; and.na4onal studies on topics

'relevant tits our- colleges such as Vcational Education Nand_ Training:

119act on Youth,4° National Longitudinal Study of 1972,41 Project

.

Talent,42 and The Planning Papers for.the Vocational Educatibn Study.
43

/

The.poin; of this array of"sources. of ormatibu is.ta%pravide,a
4

partial'list Of'some of the sorts of things which will impact on post-,

secondary education in-the eighties. Prior tO the seventieS, most
'f

leaders ;a business and education were able to.plan the future by

picking a trend and riding .1,t. .Basicaily, the data stayed-constant

long enough to do %.hat Du4ng,the seventies, the number of vaiiáble's

increased faster than thetumber of constants. Some of.these variables,,

such as the changing rels of women, are less easilyiquantified. Fifty

4

percent of iimmen 'With sc 1-age children are now in the work force.

When women enter the work force, their self-image changes Erastically',

and their desire for education goes up*cponentially The societal

revolutions of equal rightg and equal educational opportunity has accessed

to postseconduy education a wider range Of human variability than at
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anylother time in history. This range will increase in the years ahead

as same of the 40 million Americans pursue a career transition.45 states

46 14,c,,'

send professionals back to the classroom, colleges specify an-ggenda

L. respond to lifelong learning needs during adulthood,47 and insti-

tutions begin to fill the missing link of connecting adult learners to

A,
learning resources.4,8

In.a recent issue of Education Update, the AFL-CId'indicated that
A

Mone of the most pressing probleMs in labor education is to determine

educational needs of union members."49 At the first Business - Higher

Education Forum conducted by the American Council on Education; it.mus

/. 0

concluded that-"univeraities and Colleges lack sensitivity to the

product and mangower needb of industry 'and business.
50 Although

a pioneering econometric study of productivity in the construction
-

% trades indicated union labor is more productive rhan'nonunion workers,

education:and training to increase 'Productivity may receive a loW,er

'

priori* in the eightieS than retraining.
51 It is ironic.that an

industry claiming higher productivity fat union labor than nonunion

f

workers is facing a gloomy future. 52 The changing economic scene can

be seen in the following newspaper headlines, "Amerfcan Steel Iildustry

Problems Due to Worsen, "Autlo Sales Slump Worst La 5 Yea rs," "For the

Automobile, the End of the Road," "Giant Auto Plant to Close Far Earlier

than Planned," "Government Can't Avert Layoffs," and
2
"Plant CloSing

Leads to skt,"53

Changeb in the economy are linked directly to dislocations and

unemployment which in turn are linked to health. The federal government
4

has become relatively adept since World War II at assessing the linkages

between fiscal and,monetary policy and economic variables like un- ( Al

employment. More recently, however, thA impact of economic policy on
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individual behavior has been.studied. One researcher reports, "The t

1.4 percent rise Leunemployment during 197Q has cost our society

nearly $7 biTon in lo4 idcome due to illness and mortality, and jai

added state prison and mental hospital outlays. To this must be added

public outlays of some $2.8 billion annually over the 1970 to 1975

period for jobleAlt and welfare payments associated with the sukained

1.4 percent rise in unemployment.
1,54 StUdies like this oneTrovide

support for the "right to work" revolution and consaier participation
IL

in governmental poliCy formation.55 Periodic and systematic publicly-

funded retraining of workers as aa econoMic necessity could be a major

,

challenge for industry, government, and,higher education in the

.eighties.56 The policy issues are complex in that 4 "Youth Progragr

*May Cut Adults' Job Prospects."57 A study by-the Wotldwatch In§titute

indicaies that "massive labor migration is a symptmm of a world economy

that is f amentally askew, an economy in which gross income disparities

both wit and among countries persist.
1158 These data provide ample

4

rea monitor the investment in: research and development and its

the economy and occupational/technical educatian."

critical analysis of 9-ese,data should-yield some sort of the

interaction of societal forces, trends, and their effect upon the

'institution or system and the segment of society it is to serve. These

data can be displayed over a ueline and serve as a means for delielopingi

alternative kenaricis and as A means for sharpening goals and objectives.

The 1980s could be referred to as the Electronic Society or the Decade

of Rapid Technological Change.

At North Central Technical College, aSsumptions were stated for

each of the ten categories listed earlier in the document. Questions

arose about the ten aggregate categories, specific. items within categories,

.1
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Data Processing
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Public Service Technologies
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Finite Resources
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Attitudes/Values

1980 81

TIM DECADES OF.RAPID TEOLNOLOCICAL CHANGE

The Electronic Society
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Ric ocessimg Computer and artificial intelligence Inter
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pattern' information banks Automatic production lines

synthesizers
ctive comput
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Smaller, more efficient automobiles v . Rebuilding of ma

Energy conservation 4 Shift in energy patterns-solar,.nuclear fusio
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Major focus of research in biomedical and behavioral sciences
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Cure for
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Govbrnment 'policy Impact analysif

Advances in criie lab science _

, Programming for volunteers
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computer
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GuideIInes .
Government standards Safety limits

National goals Deregulation Safety and health inspections
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Major changes based largely on ideas and processes launched during the 1970s,

some poised now for an explosive burst of growth

Increasing prounced shift in American values - dignity and self-worth

increased use of robots Job enrichment

Flex schedules Humanistic environment
Meaningfulness of work Joh sharing

, Changing structures Menem resource development (1010)

:PkSynchronizing training,schedules with work schedules

,OsiAtt
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format and style, footnoting, glossary, and "Valuing" each statement..

In reference to.format and style, it was decided that every effort should

'be made to keep the statement short but clear with additional information

.401

reserved for footnotes. It was felt that cross-referencing, footnotes;

and a glossary provided meaning for the document and that an index should,

be developed. Each statement was.reviewed for the purpose of classiling

it as (1) opinion, (2) empirical, or (3) fact and for sortingit into an

,

(i) institutional assumption, (b) -Cost-center assumpiion, or (c) iistitiional
24

or cost-center goal or objective. Each department within the college then

specified assumptions unique(to it,

The process of sRecifying assumptions is to diagnosis as the

derivation of goals is to development. That is to say, the specifi-

cation of assumptions, from whatever source and for wbgtever frame of

reference, yields a mind set about the discrepancy between "%Ault is" and

."what could be." The derivation of organizational and individual goals

and objectives is the creative heart of the process to narrow the gap

between the two positions.; To assist in the goal setting process Ad Hoc

Committees were established on (1) Program Flexibility, Student

Retention, (3) Student Advising System, (4) Inatructiona/ Development,

and (5) Load and Reward Structure. The collegial problem solving approach

included the steps of (1) problem identification, (2) data gathering,-

(3) -data analysis, (4) drawing conclusions, and (5) making recommendations.

Committees were comprised of one representative each from Business,

Engineering, Health, and Public Service Technologies and two representatives

from student services staff; the Vice Presidents for Academic Affairs.and

Student Services served ex officio.

Each person brought to the committee fuzzy images of alternative



scenarios of the future as.it related to each topical area. Fuzzy

images of the future yielded to a course of action in terms of more

specific goals and objectives spread across a time-frame and to which

dollars ware assigned. The process was fed through participation in

a number of human resourceprofessional development activittel and,

events-both an and off campUS. These activities and events includdd

(1) participation in the 'Amercan Council on Testing National S:minars

on College Student Retention add Academic Advising; (2) use of in-

stfuctiona1.4iagnostic tools suCh as Instructianal Development and

Effectiveness Assessment; (3) workshops on cognitive style mapping

and learning styles inventory; (4) study of materials about stages of

adult development and a workshop on andragogy and"contraat learning;

(5) extensive use of Performance Based Teacher Education Modules; and

(6) instructor and supervisor training through Competency-Baged Staff

Development Workshops.

-The following definiiion of goals and objectives was adopted.

Goalscand objectives are tha foundation of the

:planning processv and i4 is vital for'them to be

clearly defined. Goals are defined ag the de-
sired end results over lodg periods f time (e.g.

3-10 years). Goals and objectives are often used
interchangeably, but this is wrong. They differ

id terms of their time frame, measurability and

sequence. Gbals are long ,run and tbe end result;

objectives are short range and are steps in the

direction of attaining a goal. Objectives are

the measurable attainments or desired results over

a short period of time (e.g., one year). Objec-

tives are generally regarded as progressive steps

toward a goal. Thus, a series of objectives should

lead to one's goal. Goals must trk established

before objectives are specified.Qv

North Central Technical College also found it useful to develop a

list of categories for.setting goals and objectives (1) as a means for

stimulating goals and objectives across a broad range of areas, (2) to

provide a guide for similarity of goals and objectives for all depart-

2 9
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ments within the college, and (3) as a framework for allocating dollars

to goals and objectives across thi' college. The participants ultimately

recommended seven aggregate categories of goals: (1) mission attainment;

(2) functional relationships - articulation with secondary .and higher'

education,"bnsiness and industry, other agencies; (3) qualitative im-

provemeats.in academic programs, student seririces, and institutional

management; (4) programslin relation to educational needs based on

market analysis and penetration of potential markets; (5) professional

development of faculty, staff, and administration;'(6) communications

with the college's 'publics, and (7) pursuit of alternative fUnding

sources.

The format for institutional goals and objectives consists of

(1) the goal statement, (2) a paragraph,tO add clarity to the goal
e

statement, and (3) a list of objectives. .The example of human re-

source development has bean chosen deliberately in order to help make

the transition frpm the structural components of the planning process to

the personnel development-component.

GoAL 5

PERSORNEL DEVELOPMENT

It is the goal of NCTC to diagnose need for and design

programs of appropriate development for college personnel.

DISCUSSION

Factors contributing to the need to conduct programs of 'prOfessional

development include (a) the rapid rata of change,of technology,

(b) the changing nature of Clientele, (c) developmental stages of

progium and professional growth, (d) the need to reduge.the overlap

between .competencies gained outside the NCTC context and the NCTC

higher edUcation experience, (e) differing abilities and pre-

ferences of student learning modalities and (f) recognition of the

concept of lifelong.learning. Instructional effectiveness and
productivity includes dimensions of program flexibility such as

granting academic credit for experiential learning, independent

study/self-paced instruction, off campus instruction, modularization,

3 (,)
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and contract learning. To conceive of our educational programs
within a lifelong frame of reference with a "step in - step out"

mode between the world of work and the world of education anA to

shift from a time-dependent curriculum format to a curriculum-re-
\ated ta levels of competency in reference to designhted bodies
of knowledge and sets of skillssis no less challenging than

landing man on the'moon and returning him-safely to earth,

OBJECTIVES

1. To diagnose the need for professional developmeilin areas of

a. Piscipline content, teaching strategies and testing methods
b. Stages of development and means for assessing professional

growth
c. Assessing instrmctional competencies
d. Planntng and management skills

2. To develop professional development programs resulting from the

, diagnosis

3. To provide'resOurces to re,aCh professional developthent goals

and objectives.

4. To sat affirmative action goals and to monitor progress made

on them

Departmental goals and objecifves are arrayed across the seven_

aggregate categories. There is an interrelationship between and among

the categories. For example, QUALITATIVE IMPROVEMENTS (Gcial. 'Category 3)

in academic programs are arrayed under the sub-categories (1) curriculum

content and content format, (2) alternative teaching strategies and

techniques, (3) alternative wItys for evaluatinq c6mpetencies, (4) minimum

competency standards, and (5) interdisciplinary considerations. Setting

of minimum competency standards for obtaining academiC credit for

experiences acquired outside the NCTC context has implications for

FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS (Goal Category 2) with secondary school systems*,

business and industry, and articulation agreements with postsecondary

education. Selection of alternative teaching strategies and techniques,

such ascdMputer assisted instruction, has implications forLINTERDISCIPLINARY

CONSIDERATIONS and PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT (Goal Category 5).

31
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Educational Testing Service has recently developed the Community

College Goals Inventory (CCGI) to help community colleges define their

'educational goals, establish,priorities among those goals, and give

direction to their present and future planning. CCGI is an adaptation

of the widely used Institutional Goals Inventory (IGI) and was developed

in cooperation with AACJC and six community cofleges. The format of

CCGI is the same as that of IGI but the content and focus are intended

to reflect the unique goals, concerns, and constituencies of community

colleges. CCGI'and IGI are a part of a set of ETS tools which include

the Student Instructional Report (SIR), the Institutional Functioning

Inventory (IFI), Student Reaction te Colleae (SRC), and the Small

)Llege GoalEi Inventory (SCGI).developed in cooperation with the

Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges through its Task Force

on G9als and Climate.

hec

packet of planning assumptions and goals and objectives

he agenda of an all-day workshop by the Board of Trustees'and

the President's Cabinet on January 24, 1979. The packet and minutes

of that workshop were distributed to all faculty and staff by memor-

andum on January 29, 1979. Meetings were held for faculty in each

technology in early February. Each department within the college re-

viewed the goals and objectives stated the previous year and developed

a refined set based on the packet of planning assumptions and the re-

vised list of categories of goals and obiectives. Nonpersonnel dollars

were related to departmental goals and objectives. The Board of

Trustees adopted.a resolution endorsing the plaaning process on March

28, 1979. The packet of planning assumptions and institutional goals

and objectives were reviewed by program advisory committee chair-
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persons on March 5, 1979, and program advisorY committees in health

technologies on April 26, in engineering technologies on May 10,.in

public serVice technologies on May 17, and in business technologies on

.May 22.

The planning process was evaluated at a joint meeting of the

President's Cabinet, Academic Council, Student Services Council, and

Curriculum Coordinators on April 23. Recommendations resulting from

that meeting included an annual planning/budgeting cyole beginning

with a review of institutional assumptions and goals and objectives

ia the Fall Quarter, a review of departmental aSsumptions and goals

and objectives in early Winter, and a review of fiscal resource

allocations to goals and objectives in late Winter/early Spring.

On October 9, 1979, a joint meeting of the President's Cabinet,

Academic Council, and Student Services Council was dedicated to a

review of institutional goals and objectives and a discussfon of

-
strategies for achieving goals and objectives oyer a multi-year

time-frame. This discussion on strategies was continued on November

9; the group was expanded to include curriculum coordinators.

Paralleling this activity, a-series of meetings was held between

November 2 and December 3 with each,technology during which the plann-

Jag process was reviewed and faculty in each technology were asked

to (1) review assumptions for the technology, (2) review and revise

departmental goals an& objectives, :and (3) display objectives on a

flow-..chart.

Program development is a. refinement of the goal setting process.

Program is defined as follows:

A set of education activities that, operating
collectively, achieves a well-defined learning
objective or set of objectives within a specified
time frame. Programs can be viewed as having
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three formats (1) content format, (2) delivery

system or packaging format, or (3) evaluation

_format. Content format is the way knowledge,

skills, and attitudes are arrayed. Delivery

system or packaging format refers to the methods .

the content is presented to ;earners. Evaluation

format refers to the distidctive way of measuring

student learning outcomes.

A program is develop'ed for each goal labeled a high priority. This

state of the planning process should yield a plan of action for each

high priority goal. The plan of action should include specific ob-

jectives stated in the form of intended outcalies, a sequence of

activities and events to lead from one point to another, and a time-

line for reaching the goal. There should also be some plan for

monitoring progress and evaluating the outcodes of the process of

reaching the goa],was well as.the impact of the goal.

Little time shall be spent discussing certificate and associate

degree programs brought on-line,during the past several years. Such

efforts are indigenous to an institution and unique to the environment

of which it is a part: Suffice it to say that the graying of.the

nation, deinstitutionalization of persons, and rights to rehabilitation

have'implications for the human and public.services programs. In the

training function, technical education must be responsive to the micro

definition of community. That is to say, it must be prepared to conduct

short-term and associate de4ree programs that reflect the training needs
A

of the college's service area. In the proactive mode of management,

colleges must be sensitive to marketplace fluxuations that extend to a

macro definition. For example, what effect 41ould a real emergency on

gas and oil imports have upon the economy of the college's servide area?

.. In addition to a primary energy source for running our agricultural/

industrial complex, oil imports are a raw material for selected product

lines such as plastics and fertilizers. Disruptions in the energy system



Are related to practically every other system, particularly agriculture,

steel, automotive, and transpprtation industries. This world's in-
,

dustrial natiOns.subsist on imports, not just of oil and gas but of

various basic commedLties such as bauxia, chrome and platinum, most

of which are Third World products. These interrelations will Itcome

increasingly more important in the 80's as Third World turbulence con-

tinues to .grow and a global-hunger crisis is likely over the next 20

years that may pose even greater problems than current energy woes.
61

The purpose of this discussion, however, is not to focus on these

macro connections betweeu global problemsdnd the whole of technical
(

education. Rather, this discussion shall focus on selected examples of'

4
new program development which can be incorpOrated into the institutional

planning process: (1) articulation and granting zicademic credit for

life experience, (2) excellence and productivity, (3) community educational

services and (4) planning and management development.

Technical education is oriented to train "middle manpowee'which

lies somewhere between ihe recognized professions on the'one hand and

the manual trades and crafts on the other.62- The term subsumes a

number of types of persons such as paraprofessional, semiprofessional,

technician, foreman, middle management, engineering aide, and even

some highly skilled crafts and trades. Educationally, the middle man-

power occupations require education and traintng beyond high school but

not to the level of the baccalaureate degree. In order to reduce or

eliminate the possibility of duplication between secondary and post-

secondary programming and to reorganize competencies of persons ac-

quired through learning projects, postsecondary education must continue

to specify procedures to credentialize such persons. In-service pro-

grams using materials
63 and consultants from the Council for the
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Advancement of Experiential Learning (CAEL) can assist colleges with

this objective.64 Dallas County Community College District has de-

veloped detailedcompetency check lists for granting credit for

experiential learning.

The increased involvement of business and industry in the edu-

cation and training areas and recent research about -adults engaged in

learning projects tends to suggest that postsecondary education iS not

keeping pace with the needs of the learning society. Researchert,

using the methodology of probing interviews, found an impressive amount

of self-directed learning taking place outside of organized learning

programs. A learning project was defined as a series of related episodes

adding up to at least seven hours in which the person deliberately

tries to gain certain knoWledge or to develop a specific skill.
65

Learners have taught themselves about legal and counseling procedures,

foreign countries in preparation for travel, small enginp repair and

procedures of wine-making.. Teachers typically spend long hours in

self-directed projects related to their 'teaching. Between 80 and 90

percent of the adult population conduct at least one learning pi-oject

eyh year.. The typical adult conducts fivetlearning projects per year,

spending about 100 hoursnon each project." That adds up to an iaressive

500 hours per year, or 10 hours per week, for the average adult learner.

These data have tremendous implications for the market analysis, programming,

and credentializing functions.
67 Certainly, there is great potential for

Cmbining_Career Development with Experiential Learnin&.
68 C--

A se.ond program deals with excellence and productivity. The

Resurgence.of Occupational Education at a time of limited resources

provides impetus for qualitative improllements and increased pro-

ductivity.
70 Objectives/can be specified for (1) curriculum content

36

RIR
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and content formats, (2) matching teaching strategies with student

learning sty1es71# (J) Ways to evaluate student competencies, (4)

.
setting minimum competency standards, (5) interdisciplinary consider-

ations such as the interface betTAen data processing and electronics,

(6) advising and ctunseling students, (7) institutional committees,

(8) program advisory committees, (9) public relations and image build-

,

Jag functions, (10) developing functional relationships with the

community, (11) professional development, (12) representing the

college at state and national itvnts, and (13) community service..

Areas in need.of exploration to accomplish'goals and objectives.

relating to quallpative improvements include use of mass media and the

computer. The AACJC Task Force on the Uses of Mass Media for Learn- 1

-.ing reports on the production and use.ofitelecourses and other mass

media for community edu.cation. 72 The cost of such media, however,

.would be prohibitative for the two-thirds of the 1:234 two-year .

colleges with less than 2,000 enrollment and located primarily in

-
rural areas. With regard to computers, a Congressional Subcommittee

has been told that "Despite the growing role of 'compueers in higher

education, they are not commonly.used in the instruction of most

students.
a73 As a result of these findingd, Rep. James H. Scheuer,

a New York Democrat who chairs the Sub-Committee on Domestic and

International Scientific Planning, Analysis, and Cooperation has

introduced UR 4326 to establish a National Commission on the Scientific

and Technological rmplications of Information Technology in Education.

Consortia are beginning to develop in the use of media and computers
79

and the costs and benefits of such arrangements are receiving the

attention of the Council for Interinstitutional Leadership.
75

, No con-

.sortial arrangement, however, can match the,resources required to

3
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produce the Codrses by Newspaper on Death and Dying (Winter/Spring

1979), Connections: Technology and Chanke accompanied by the' BC/Time

Life Television Series.on Connections (Fall 1979), and the CbN and

AACJC,production on Energy and the Way We Live.
76

.

A third Trogram deals,with community educational services.

Several documents describe the relationship between occupational pro-

grams and the comiunity through advisory committees.
77

. If society is

to link more closely the world of work with the world of education,

colleges must develop agendas that go far beyond the use of program

advisory committees, technotYgy program packaginglormats such as co-op

and epiSodic dffering of. credit and non-redit courses. Despite

the increase in both creditand non-credit programs for adults which

has Veen nothing short of speetacular in the seventies, so far the

learning society has grown without any particular attention to

planning. Thus, thejirst challenge tci colleges will be to develop

an agenda feSr selected mission priorities in broad aggregate Ak-

gories such as career advancement, community development,'and

personal growth. An example of a comprehensive needs assessment and

industrial climate audit to develop such an agenda was "presented at

the National Clinic of the American Technical Educ.ation Association

in 1978.
78

A fourth program area relates to planning and management devel-

opment. Some planning is a characteristic and pervasive behavior of

all human beings and organizations; it is the hallmark of what we call

rationality. If we were to draw a line to represent the possible

range of ways an organization might make its decisions, one end of it

could be called Ad Roc and the other end Planned. In the Ad Hoc mode,

decisions are made one-by-one according to the mocand judgment of

3 8
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the decision maker(s), unrestrainea by plan or even precedents. In

the Planned mode, every decision is wholly constrained by a previously

adopted.plan. There are, in practice, few examples of these perfect

eXtremes. Somewhere between these two extremes is where most organ-

izations are in their planning.

What has been described in the preceeding paragraphs has a focus

on the plann
4eit

evaluation

ing process, a

aLl an integral

function antecedent to management and

component of a Planning, Management and

° Evaluation system.79 That which is planned during one fiscal

year will he managed (implemented and coordinated) during the next

fiscal year. Evaluation will occur both during the years the processes

of planning and managing takes place as well as'during the. following

year. If an institutidn improves its planning-budgetink process in

Year 1, a formative evaluation occurs that same year followed by a

summative evaluation sometime later. During Year 2, an institution can

improve its managing-budgeting process. A formative evaluation of the

managing-budgeting pTocess will be made during that year followed

by a summative evaluation sometime later.
80

In launching a comprehensive planning process, a college must

make a commitment to the personnel develo_pment component to complement

the'structural components described in the preceeding paragraphs.

The philosophy of a college in adopting a collegial, participatory

mode of management is based on underlying assumptions such as (1)

humans are the most important educational resource of the organization;

(2) talents and skills of individuals within the organization must be

cultivated systematically; (3) persons to be effected by plans and

104,

decisions should have a role in making them; (4) involvement in planning

leads to a meaningful\investment of time and a commitment on the

39



Tart of the partiCipanA; and (5) collaboratiVe goal setting represehts

a way of working toward solutiOne, rather than trying to escape from

irreconcilable problems.

'Organizations and individuals pass through vari6us stages of

growth and development. Stages of adult development recetved

attention' from Gould,81 Chickering, 82 Levinson83 and were popularized

by Gail Sheehy in her book Passages.
84

.These efforts were parallA by
4

studies to match tasks, program responses and'outcomes sought for the

various stages 5

JA

a search to the key to each generation's prejudices,

values, and way of reacting to change;86 career liee p1anningi87'
4

professional develo ent and obsolescence;
88 the dynamics of matching

,

individual and organizational needs; 89 and direction for laelong

learning. 90 These studies have implications for the personnel devel-

opment function in technical education.

Preprofessional preparation and professional continuing edtcation

is n extraordinarily comfdex task today. Most faculty were graduated

from u dergraduate and graduate programs which focused on service

delivery as opposed to educator roles. These programs tended to con-

centrate on competence in relatimfghsdh9-to performance of a role other

th4n learning facilitator. These programs dealt minimally, if at all,

with curriculum contit formats, packaging formats,.or learning outcomes
h

evaluation formats. Nor did they concentratd-on stages of adult

development and distinctions between pedagogical and androgogical prin-

ciples. Just as it is important for elementary school teachers to under-

stand principles of human growth and development for the relatively

homogeneous poPulations they serve, so too is it important for the pro-

fessional-educators in the postsecondary arena to understand. the in-

creasingly heterogeneous populations they serve.
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Research indicates .that differences do, in fact, exist among

students.91

Students 22 years of age and older clearly have coun-
seling needs and instructiOmal preferences that differ from
those of college-age students. These conclusions were
reached after a survey of 6,500 students in 27 diverse
junior/community colleges. Among the major findings of the
study werei (1) older students were less likely to exper-
ienCe academic problems than their college-age' counter-
parts, tended to carry less heavy academic loads, and ten
to be mor& motivated; (2) older students may need -encourag ent

.

that higher aspirations are realistic; (3) program un-
certainty seemed wtUe-spread among college-age students while
only a few.older students were uncertain about educational.
goals; (4) older students preferred student-centered in-
struction; (5) college-age,students were-the most likely to
feel unchallenged by their claSses while students over 30
were six times as likelx as students Under 22 to be satisfied
with instruction; and (6) older students generally spend more
tiMe studying than college-age students. The growirvg numbers of

older students appear certain to require increased emphasis
on quality of instruction and new approaches to counseling,
particularly to help students budget time and balance their
on- and off-campus roles.

A mis-match between teaching style and learning preference does

impact.on learning outcomes: 92

dissonance: within the teaching/learning interaction
like electrical resistance, lowers the efficiency of
learning and eventually lowers the probability of
student achievement. Certainly if iastruction is de-
signed to.produte learning, educatora will need to.find
ways to improve the match between the way instruction

is deliveredAnd the preferences of its clients...
multiple patFinstruction muat be developed with full
recognition of the learners' identified cognitive and
noncognitive factors.

Pat Cross suggests that society must shift from tht 20th Century

goal of "education for all" to the 21st Century goal of "education for
0

each." Cross cautions, "a ;1st Century goal of maximizing the impact

of education on individuals is infinitely more complex and more de-
.

manding than our 20th Century goal of prOving access for all..."

Malcolm Knowles indicates that the challenge for postsecondary education

is one of "a continued shift away from the knowledge and skill trans-

mission model which we borrowed from traditional schooling toward a
0
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competency-development model."93 Diane Holt has'indicated that the

community college instructor of tomorrow needs "to develop a new set of

skills, characterized as helping or facilitating, rather than trans-

mitting. 94 These skills would include variations in styles of teaching

tdItmatch learning preferences of the full array of students post-

secondary education intends to serve.
95

Traditional curricula impose constants of insttuction, assignment,

and time requirements; the achievement of students is the variable and

most often refleCted in grades "A through "F". tion, traditional

curricula tend to emphasize as tile primary measures of the outcmne of the

learning experience the accumulation of factual information as opposed to

what a person can do in terms of'performance-Or the impact a student can

have as a result of particular actions - consequences. In the cow-
.

petency-based format, the constant is student achievement while instruc-

t

tion, assignment, and time are independent variables. The amount of

effort dedicated,to the design and implementation of competency-based

curricula Ls impressive, as is the,extent and variety of approaches.

which are being taken. .It would appear, however, that technical education

-is still in the early stages of making this transition.

The message that is central to this discussion, however, is that

college personnel are passing throUgh various stages of career develop-

ment. This is t4ue for faculty, staff, and administration'. Just as

organizations need a diagnostic-developmental system to grow to full

maturity, so too, individuals need 4 diagnostic-developmental system

to assist them to understand themselves in the formation and revision

of personal/professional goals and ways for achieving them. If life-

long learning is to progresg from an idea to a full-blown operational

reality, it,would appear that professional educators should lead the
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way. It would also appear incontrovertible that maximum syngerism is

achieved when individual diagnostic/development systems are in harmony

and synchronization with the organizational diagnostic/development

system. Several institutions have made so14e progress on this concept

through personal growth contracts. The NCTC efforts with individual

development plans would confirm this hypothesis."

As the pace of technological nge accelerates, no. education

will last a lifetime, The linear life plan which had been divided

tato three full-time phases of education far tile young, work for the

middle-aged, and enforced'leisure for the elderly is yielding to a

blended life plan that permits learning, work, and leisure to go on

concurrently. Our institutional planning processes and personnel ,

policies must incorporate such flexibility for students and college

personnel.

. Any pre'sentation on "Planning Technical Education for the Eighties"

must ultimately move from the what and how to include some comments

about who. As I was working on this section of the presentation, I was

reminded of the two first graders who, at recess, observed a jet.flying

overhead. The two youngsters soon became involved in a discussion of

the design of the craft, the speed of the plane, the thrust of its

engines, its maneuverability in combat, and advantages and disadvantages

over other aircr t. At the end of the recess a bell rang and the one

youngster looked at the other and said, "Well, it'4 time to 'go back

and string those damn beads."

An article in The Chronicle of Higher Education was entitled

"Where Are the Leaders in Higher Education?" The author alleges that

the modern collegial contelct has caused the disappearance of the

stateman leader in preference to the institutional manager.97 The
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Carnegie Council report Giving Youth a Better Chance: Options for

Education, Work and Service expresses concern

Council alleges that the educational system ted to the

development of two didtinct social classes in a, an-educated

w y.
98

The

class and an undereducated class. The sis of the educational

system on helping college students and high school students bound for

college has pushed further down the ladder those who are left out.

Millions of young persona have benefitted over the padt couple of

decades from government support of higher education. But millions

more have found edutation to be an alienating experience. According

to the Carnegie study, the high school national drop-out rate is 23

percent. Of those who do manage to graduate, one-fifth lack basic

reading and math skills. One 20-year-ofd person attempted to sue

the city of New York for $3 million saying that after 11 years of

city-supervised Care and education, he could neither read nor write.
99

While the go ent has been spending $1 940 on each low-income

college stu only $339rhas been spent to help each high school
-

drop-out. The Council believes.this neglect of approximately one-

third of American youths is partly responsible for many major social

problems, including juvenile delinquency, violence and vandalism, high

youth unemployment, and the growing number of Americans dependent.upon

government welfare.

What this suggests is that we must balance our efforts between

"stringing those damn beads' and statesmen like leadership in policy

development. What is our error of omission in dollar costs to

sdciety for an inadequate education? A report published by the

United States Senate entitled The Cost to the Nation of.Inadequate

Education; .The Effects of Dro2ping,Out concludes that the failure

1 4
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to attain a minimum of high school completion among the population

of males 25-S4 years of age in'1969 was estimated to cost the

Nation (a) $237 billion in income over the lifetime of these men

and (b) $71 billion in foregone government revenues of which $47

billion would have bean added to the Federal Treasury and $24 billion

100
to the coffers of State and local government. In contrast, the

probable costs of having.proirided a minimum of high school Completion

.for this group of man was estimated io be about $40 billion. Thus,

the sacrifice in national income from inadequate education among

25-34 ear-old males was about $200 billion greater than the investment

required to alleviate this condition. The cost to this Nation in

terms of welfare, crime, reduced political participation, Incidence

'of disease, individuality, self-confidence, pride, etc. go far beyond

any monetary estimate.

In support of the investment in postsecondary education, Howard ,

R. Bowen in Investment in Learning presents the most comprehensive data

available about the benefits of college for individuals and the re-

,

turns to society in generai.
101 He offerd detailed and documented

evidence about the benefits of going to college. He finds that higher

education significantly raises the level of knowledge and the cognitive

powers of students; increases personal self-discovery and psychological

well-being; enhances traits such as adaptability; positively affects

earning ability; ahd contributes to greater interest in politics

and community affairs. Bowen shows that college-educated people

are more careful in child raising, more efficient.consumers, better

users of leisure time, and healthier. Re reports evidence that

college produces more responsible citizens and provides professional

leaders who improve social conditions. In addition to the value_

1 5
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accrued from higher education's rimary function (that of teaching)

Bowen shows that the tum other fu ctions of research and public service

also lead to major social benefits, including conservation of our cul-

tural heritage and advancement of technology. He concludes that the

monetary.returns from higher education alone are worth the cost, that

the non-monetary and intangible returns to society are even more

valuable, and that the cumUlativ.e benefits of all three college and

university functions exceed the cost by several fold.

North Central Technical College was involved in a project to retrain

the unemplOyed in Richland County. Laudable and necessary as the pro-

ject was, it represented a rehabilitation model as opposed to a

prevention model. The intervention strategy was the result of a crisis

as opposed to a process designed to diagnose a potential problem and

prevent the development ol the malady. Nor was it a secondary preven-

tion model, that of identification of an illness at an early stage in

order to prevent its complication. The intervention occurred only

after the crisis struck the fatal blow even though early warning

signals had been transmitted over the past several years.

Currently several postsecondary institutions are conducting pro-

grams for displaced homeMakers. A displaced homemaker is a person,

usually a woman, who has been depending upon a spouse for the family

income and faces a life transition that is emotionally and economically

immobilizing. The AllianCe for Displaced Homemakers estimates that

between 2 million and 3 million women are displace4 homemakers.
102

Based on 1976 data, the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of

Labor estimates the number of displaced homemakers to be over 4

million.103 As of May 1979, 'the number of displaced homemakers in

this country was estimated to be between 4 and 6 million.1" Studies

indicate that displaced homemakers suffer severe shortcomings in the
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lqualifications necessary for securing employment. Eliason has statede

"The core of the problem is tile lack of marketable skills."105

Indiana and Ohio have undertaken studies to determine the needs of

displaced homemakers and 'to chart a course of action.
106

Contrast these rehabilitative models with a prevention model

present at the annual convention of the American Association of

Community and Jtitior Colleges on May 1, 1979. The Department af

Economic and Community Development in South Carolina has 18 full-time

employees working directly with business and industry in an effort

r

to diagnose training needs and develop training programs which are

funded by DECD for up to two years dlatioti. This project is a part

of that Sunbelt state's marketing effort to lure industry to South

Carolina, The contrasts of these models reflect major policy decisions

that are the outgrowth of changes in societal trends and alternative

responses to them. Leadership in postsecondary institutions must play

a larger role in policy development if we are to impact on some of

society's compelling problems and regain the public confidence of past

years.

Although no,one is expected to comprehend the totality of the

$5.2 billion provided for several agencies included in the Department

of Health, Education, and Qelfare through the 'end of fiscal year 1980

under H J RES 440, it is absolutely essential that technical education

leadership understand what is happening to vocational/technical edu-

cation, particularly since most of the funds are to be transferred

during this year to the Department of Education which was approved in

October of 1979.

In recent years, the Congress has tended to create new programs

to impact major social and economic concerns rather than improving
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delivery systems already in place. Many persons are calling for Closer

coordination among the array of programs dealing with vocational edu-

cation, training, and employment. Such could be the case in the

Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 (A title

under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act) which is subject

to reauthorization in 1980 and the Vocational Education Amendments of

1976 which will expire in 1981.

As vocational education has grown in Importance, several edu-

cational associations and public interest groups will be actively

involved in seeking to influence the nature of the vocational re-

a
authorization. According to the Ameritan Vocational Association,

the worst of all possible worlds for vocational education and its

benefactors would be a host of educational and public interest groups

descending upon Congress with separate and different points of view.

AVA contends that such a situation.is likely to pl:oduce the least

desirable type of legislation that would reflect a series of compromises

hammered out against the self-interest framework of different groups

rather than examine this nation's needs and logically developing

legislation that would enable vocational education to make its

maximum contribution in addressing appropriate natibnal concerns.

Therefore, AVA developed a legislative study plan consisting of

.six components: (1) formulating legislative recommendations, (2)

obtaining membership input, (3) obtaining external input and feed-

back, (4) eduCating membership to issues and policy alternatives,

(5) expanding and activitating legislation networks, and (6) co-

ordination.and communications. Formulating legislative recommenda-

tions will emphasize (A) examination of the status and need for

vocitional education, (B) policy statements for.federal vocational
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education legislation, and (C) examination of the most appropriate

national program structure for vocational education legisiVtion in-

cluding (a) basic state grant programs, (b) programs of state and

national improvement, (c) planning and evaluation, (d) financing,

(e) administration, and.(f) consumer and homemaking.

The AVA legislative study design was sent to state vocational
A

associations on February 23, 1979 and regional meetings to conduct

legislative hearings were held from March 16 through June 16. First

drafts of position statements were presented at the 1979-AVA Conven-

e
tion and articles appear in the journal of AVA beginning October 1979.

During recent months, vocational education has come under a

series of att'acks. The criticism provides Stimulation to review three

national studies: Vocational Education and Training: Impact on Youth,

National Longitudifnal Study of 1972, and Project Talent. In'addition,

the Education Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482) require the National

Institute of Education to transmit to the President and theeCongress

a study and evaluation of vo,cational.education, the first of which is

The Planning Papers for the Vocational Educational Study, Vocational

Education Study Publication No. 1. Leadership in technical education

must ke\ active participants in policy formulation in this special area

of int est.

A.
/..111nderstanding of the policy process, as well as technical

knowledge of substantive policy areasiris required of persons who

work in the public sector or seek to influence policy decisions.

.
This requires a framework for translating social and scientific

knowledge into public decisions and for understanding the impacts

of governmental policy:.
107 It requires a capacity to search out

and appraise evidence from a variety of sources, to think critically
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about policy issues and policy proposals, and to.make sophisticated

use of key theories, findiings, and analysis which have been useful

in policy formulation. A

There are hundreds of commissions, committees, and task forces

at work analyzing societal problems and submitting recommendations

about courses of action. It is important to keep tabs on how

commission membh, feds, congressmen, and other policy makers size

things up. We need to know their insights, perceptions, moods, and

hunches. What they are thinking will affect what they will do. We

need to go beyond the passive approach of keeping tabs on their

thoughts, however, and be proactive in terms of legislator education.

Throughout this nation, 7,565 persons serve the 50 states as elected

legislatdrs.
108 For the most part, they are citizen legislators who

work most-time at various _trades and Professions in their home

communities and part-time as law makers in state capitals. It is

impossible fcir them tol.be knowledgeable about all issues without

systematic cultivation. Their continuing education cannot be left

to chance alone.

Within the United States there is at least one two-year college

in each of 426 of the 435 Congressional districts. There are approx-

imately 540 boards.which are locally appointed or elected to govern

two-year public colleges; in 17 states complete legal responsibility

for the governance of public two-year colle rests with a state-

level board rather than a local governing board.
109 It is a difficult

de

task to relate the world of education to all policy areas such as

health, energy, unemployment? and transportation. It is an equally

complex task to attempt to have diverse governance structures and

the prof'ession speak with a voice reasonably close to consensus when

Pr')
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dealing with policy issues such as the federal role in vocational

education,,investment in research.and development, or international

education. Unrelated as these policy areas may seem, there is a

connection. Richard C. Atkinson, Director of the National Science'

Foundation, remarked in recent testimony before Congress, "For modern

industrial societies the long-range investment in science and tech-

nology through support of basic research is imperative and a capital

investMent in the national future.11110 The exporting of technology

and technical educatiOn know-how to Third World countries could very

well be the factor which maintains global stability. 111

Professional education leadership should not underestimate the

challenge presented in the disenchantment with postsecondary education

'left over from the 1960s in dealing with policy development and

legislator education. Kingman Brewster, former President of Yale, said

samething of fundamental importance in an appearance on Meet the Press

in December 1969. He said, .think what we do to them or for them during

the coming decade is going to have probably more to-do with what kind of

country we end up with than anything else.
1,112 Time has demonstrated

he was right. "The 1970's brought a profound change in American

politics with broad shifts in the,way the nation elects its leaders.

The imperial presidency ascended and fell amid the Vietnam War and

thp scandal of Watergate. The old 'big money' was eliminated franN

politics, but a new breed of 'fat cat' took its place--special

41terest groups with high-powered lobbyists and bulging campaign ,

funds."113 Because more thAE half of voting age Americans have

grown up since the Great Depression, their economic views are

different. The new generation of educated persons is making

sweeping demands of the institutions they come in contact with.
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The public and its elected officials, blaming postsecondary education

for the oversupply of graduates in selected fields, may choose

to vent its dissatisfaction on all of the system. One note of con-

cern in this area, however, is that only 39 percent of Americans

old enough to,vote visited the polls in 1978.

Among the special interest groups and high-powered lobbyists is

the AFL-CIO. Jhe AFL-CIO, under new leadership hoping to reunify

all labor under one roof, monitors legislation Closely. As a member

of the Coalition of Adult Education Organizations, it joined in sub-

mitting a statement to the Transition Team in change of organizing

the Department of Education. The statement speCifically calls for

clear commitment to the needs of adult learners built directly into

the Office of the Secretary or the Under Secretary with a stated

responsiblty for coordination of and dissemination of informati6n

of all department programs in:volving adult learners. AmAiilg Other

requests, the.Coalition would like to see qualified professionals in

No

Leh major area with experience in the Weld of education. In addition

the statement asks that the needs of adult learners be recognized when

?

the research agenda is planned.1el4 Because of the federal government's

role in employment and unemployment,
115 technical educati,on leadership

should not underestimate the influence of 'the 81.3 million persons

in the labor force, 26.5 percent belonging to labor unions.
116

Another challenge of leadership in the,1980's will relate to

x_ strategic planning at the College's service area level. Earlier

in this document, it was emphasized that broad-based strategic and

tactical system-wide and institutional planning is largely a

phenomenon of thg seventies. AlthoUgh same progress has been made

in strategic planning, it is largely restricted to within and )rtweeLl.

N
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institutions of higher education.117

In 1973, Dr. Edmund J.,Gleazer, Jr., President of the American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges, made the following

statement:

The -community college that def.ines itself Ap a ,community-

based, performance-based, postsecondary institution will
have four basic continuing objectives:

1. Current, accurate, and comprehensive information 41t

about the community-and how.the institution is serving
its community.
2. Access to inormation that anables the college to
develop,its human resources consistent with ftational
needs and trends.
3. A comprehensive plan expressed in terms'that can be
understood and supported by the community.
4. The ability to justify its need for resources and to
demonstrate that they have been used effectively.

At the1978 convention of the AACJC, Dr. Gleazer stated:
118

A new and vital mission is forming for the community college.
That new mission, new not in direction, but in the extent
of expression, views the community college as a central
agent in organized community systems for lifelong education:
We may be close to a breakthrough in lifelong:education
with the community college playing a key role. There is

plenty of evidence Vat a groundswell of a variety of
factors is forming capable of even greater effect on the
teaching-learning-clientele and patterns of this country
tham.the GI Bill of the Porties and the community eollege
explOsion of the Sixties. In fact, both of these eopchs
have contributed to the force of this gathering wave.
Obyiously.what we are becoming aware of and beginning to
experience results,from is the maturing conviction that
during his lifetime every American has an entitlement to

appropriate education.'-

Mdre recentl han e magazine reported in a Ewo-day colloquim

on the topi cation and Work: Two Worlds or qie?"P.9 Harold

Taylor argues that "What is missing...in the boardroom discussions

of trustees and college presidents...is a renewed sense of the mission

of the American college as an instrument of social change. The

community college is now at the front edge of socil change in the

big cities, where it is politically clear that community education
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whiCh matches thereality of community needs is a major source of

strength in building the community itself. Utder the right circum-A

stances ihe comMunity college can create employment by developing

1,120
citizens who are employable.

In 1967,.. the editor of DaedaluS0 published a paper called "Uni-

versity Cities in the Year 2000.
u121 Essentially he was suggesting

1
that by the turn of the 21st Century, certain municipalities wo ld

be primarily "educational," in the broadest sense, just as certain

cities are primarily "textile," "transportation," etc., in today's .

world. What he suggested is a consortiam of ideas and programs that

goes beyond the parochial view of "institution." When'we get rid of

the illusion that "higher edUcatioh" is the exclusive domain of

colleges, then we can ask a new set of questions about exciting

terrain. For example, is it:possible to cenceive of a network of

different organizations collaborating on region-wide programs on

(1) career planning and development, (2) haalth promotion, (3)

the revolution in communications technology?

\4t'

During the-late 1960's and the 1970's, a number oe municipalitie's

participated in a prOceas to establish and implement communal or

state-wide goals. In an article in the March-April 1971 issue of

City, Frederick B. Routh indicated that some 100 cities and three

state governments had launched such an effort.12.3 The first and

-

largest of the majoroals programs was that of Dallas, underway

for nearly six years by 1971. This effort yielded a set of goals

and subgoals in (1) the number of academic and career counselors

employed by the Dallas Independent School District; (2) expansion

of 'the Dallas County Junior College System and the Tarrant County

-Junior College System; and (3) use of television, radio, and other
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technology to assist all forms of continuing education. That process

continue's today. The 1978 gif.t of the Dallas-Foundation to Goals for

Dallas was designated to support the publication Achieving the Goals

123
for Dallas, 1978-83. This sort of strategic planning is in the

4

early stages of developmel and will undoubtedly continue in the

-

l980s. In addition, the coniept will probably be extended to third

World countries.
_ga

Another challenge of providing leadership in the 1980s deals

with executive and board development. This document refers to the

rapid rate of change of technolOgy including that technology to

manage postsecondary education, both tha structural and personnel

development componentS, at the institutional &id systeme-wide levels.

Professional preparation-and professional continuing education of

top level administrators and board members is even more complex than

that described for other college personnel, for it is they who have

the ultimate responsibility for charting the scope of work and course

of action for the in4titution or system.

Reference was made earlier to Connections: Technologfand Change.

In the first program of the-Connections series, James Burke indi-

cates that the use and upderstanding of technology do not necessarily

go together. Burke's basic thesis "is that change occurs as a result

of any factors, but only under certain conditions. The most important

):

Ai

is hat a 'technological infrastructure' must exis.t. The Egyptians

could not have invented the plow if they had not known how to work

with wood or domesticate animals. Second, for the technological

change to take hol4, be used, and have an effect, there must be a

need for it. Pots were not made before there was a surplus of some-

thing that people wanted to keep.
u124

55
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Leaders in technical education have the responsibility in pro-.

viding the infrastructure not only in the application of technology

to the learning process but also within the'technology areas over

extended periods of time. The Office of Technology Assessment on

"Technology and Education" states,125

The lessons of experience should be brought to bear.on
the new opportunixies presented by cable, microwave,
'communications satellites, information packaging,
video discs, and many other new developments.

.Education, using such technologies, may move from
a parochial local level to a national, continental,

and global level. The,potential U.S. role as a-un7
ilateral, bilateral, and international participant in
these new technological possibilities should be assessed.

In Future Developments In Telecommunications, James Martin states,
126

Communications technology is in a period of revo-

lutionarY change,. Few technologies could have as
profound an effect on the human condition as the full

development of these inventions, and certainly
additional inventions in telecommunications are yet,
to come, some perhaps of even greater impact.

- In Closing the Gap Between Technology and Application, Peter Roll

states,
127

We are standing on the threshOld of a new gener-

ation of computing applicatibns that will be at least

as significant to higher education -- and at leiast as

much of a change -- as ware the operating systems-of

the so-called second generation and time sharing,

remote access, and multi-programming that came with the

third generation of computers.

If leaders in technical education are to provide the infrastructure

f applications of technology to the learning process and also of

technology areas,
128 leadership development programs must be designed

by state and professional associations to assist in meez..1..ng the

challenge of the 1980s. These programs should include sessions

described above as well as stages of data processing growth,
129

how

to increase productivity and improve quality, end how to keep technical

education viable in the decades ahead. These programs must also include
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sesSions on planning processes that shift from the expansion mode to

one of reduced scale in a variety of contexts. As several authors suggest,

the three "R's" of the eighties could be reduction, reallocation, and

. retrenchment. 130 Collaborative arrangements through consortia and

alliances hold the potential for addressing some of these issuei. The

National Alliance of Postsecondary Education Institutions and the League

for Innovation in the Community College are examples of.cooperative

efforts designed to address select problems.

The future of postsecondary technical edvation, then, rests on

the degree to which it meets the needs of the society in which it

exists. As society changes, so must postsecondary technical edu-

cation change. The way in which a specific college meets the

challenge of being responsive to societal needs is a function, for the

most part, of its sophistication in planning; comprehensive and

systematic, strategic long-range and operational short-range. As

critical as institutional planninlkis to a college's survival,.however,

only a very small number "have effectively develdped a plan, based

on sound data about themselves and their setting, which is revised

at least annually and upon which the institution's leadership acts

daily.
m131 The planning process must consider contemporary ways to

apply existing knowledge to the most itical of society's current

and emerging problems.Several key questions s appropriate to guide

us in the eighties. Are we preparing for unexpecte shifts in the labor

market? Do we recognize societal forces, trendh, nd their effects?

Where are we in the developmental history of educational technology?

What opportunities in advancing education and training through technology

will we be-seizing in the 1980s? What are the key decisions that must

be made about technology-based instruction? What are the alternative

5 I
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scenarios for technical education for the eighties? What is the "scope

of work" for technical education for a single institution or the system

as a whdle? How shall this grand design be financed? Who shall provide-A

the leadership? How will the professional associations contribute to

clarifying the scope of work and charting a course of action? I don't

-

know the answer to any of these questions. The Carnegie Commission

suggests there are Three Thousand Futures. One thing, however, seems

'clear. Whatever our course of action, Machiavelli's words of caution

seem most appropriate:

There is nothing more difficult to take in hand,
more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in

its success than to take the lead in the intro-
duction,of a new order of things, because the
innovator has for enemies all those who have
done well under the old conditions, and luke-
warm defenders in those who may do well under

the new.

the Prince

A

5
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